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Cerebral Palsy

2022-02-27

this book helps rehabilitators and caregivers understand the multifaceted needs of children with cerebral palsy or other neuromotor impairments in order to plan and implement an effective treatment regimen drawing on the authors extensive experience spanning several decades it addresses the sensitive challenge of rehabilitation which cannot and must not be confined by the rigid schemes of established schools in particular the book provides numerous practical suggestions intended to guide the reader through correct clinical reasoning setting goals and subsequent treatment furthermore it includes chapters on evaluating and treating the upper limbs feeding and communication problems as well as on the care of soft tissues and the management of the visual difficulties in these children the book is a valuable resource for physiotherapists occupational therapists speech therapists and other caregivers

Medical Aspects of Disability

2005

designated a doody's core title medical aspects of disability is a true interdisciplinary textbook representing collaboration between experts from many professions and specialties an overview of themes and principles of rehabilitation is provided numerous disabling conditions and disorders are covered not only from clinical but also functional psychological and vocational perspectives special topic chapters address important new trends and processes within the field of rehabilitation and health care at large the book is designed as a resource for rehabilitation professionals across many disciplines each chapter provides concise but significant coverage of topics and extensive references to facilitate further exploration the book can be used as a textbook and as a reference tool for the practitioner with the field's increasing move toward evidence based practice a need for information in the areas of accreditation and outcome measurement has arisen in response the editors have added an essential special topics chapter detailing the importance of the accreditation process as a fundamental component of the quality assurance and improvement process this is an excellent resource as both a textbook and reference guide to inform and assist graduate and undergraduate students physical therapy occupational therapy speech therapy social work psychology nursing vocational counseling therapeutic recreation hospital administration as well as practitioners about the most current information on the etiology and clinical symptoms of a wide variety of medical and disabling conditions index
Business Fundamentals for the Rehabilitation Professional

2009

with this updated second edition tammy richmond and dave powers take the health care professional to the next level of implementing successful business operations by the introduction of applications of management principles as well as implementation of evidence based practice guidelines and basics to billing and coding documentation business fundamentals for the rehabilitation professional second edition addresses how to identify emerging business opportunities legal and health care regulatory issues market research and development and health care operations book jacket

Quick Reference Neuroscience for Rehabilitation Professionals

2008

addresses the information needed to understand the neuroscience of clinical rehabilitation this book describes basic neuroanatomical structures and functions neuropathology underlying specific clinical conditions and theories supporting clinical treatment

Taber's Quick Reference for Rehabilitation Professionals

2016-03-28

more than a dictionary it s an encyclopedia and clinical reference in one put the practice applicable information rehabilitation professionals need at your fingertips with taber s quick reference for rehab professionals just what you need when you need it nearly 15 000 rehab related terms and 423 illustrations and photographs make this your all in one resource in class clinic and practice and because it s drawn from the taber s cyclopedic medical dictionary s database you can count on it for current reliable and comprehensive coverage complete definitions ensure you understand the language of medicine and healthcare full color drawings illustrate the nuances of anatomy and physiology concise descriptions and full color photographs of diseases and disorders provide context descriptions of etiology ensure you know the cause origin of a disease disorder lists of major signs and symptom alert you to what to look for or anticipate treatment summaries outline common approaches to care patient care information describes assessment treatment and patient teaching for each step in the process and caution safety alerts highlight information critical to safe patient care
Rehabilitation of Neuropsychological Disorders

2001

previously published as two separate books for speech and language therapists and for physiotherapists occupational therapists and rehabilitation nursing this book has now been updated and expanded and combines the two first editions into one this fits in with the increased amount of team working in rehabilitation both in hospital and community settings the book assists with the practical implementation of gathering outcome data on patient clients receiving treatment over the last decade there has been a growing awareness of the importance of being able to gather information that could assist in identifying specific gains related to treatment programmes this should not only help to identify areas for resource change but also enable health care professionals to monitor the effectiveness of their treatments with individual clients

Therapy Outcome Measures for Rehabilitation Professionals

2013-05-31

now fully revised and updated dr barbara gladson s pharmacology for rehabilitation professionals 2nd edition remains your best resource for understanding how various drugs affect patients during therapeutic exercise and rehabilitation using case studies and engaging activities it helps you apply essential pharmacology information directly to rehabilitation practice new chapters a new reader friendly design new artwork and more enhance the text and bring you up to date with both basic pharmacologic principles as well as the mechanism of action and side effects of drugs commonly seen in rehabilitation practice helps you develop effective exercise programs by providing drug exercise interactions from a pharmacokinetics perspective you will clearly see the implications for exercise for each specific condition and medication presents case studies in every chapter that demonstrate the effects of various drugs on the diagnosis prognosis and interventions in physical therapy so you can more easily monitor patients for adverse drug effects features engaging activities in every chapter ranging from patient interviews to challenging real life questions helping you retain and apply what you ve learned encourages you to use the latest research in your clinical decision making with evidence based content incorporated throughout simplifies the complex topic of pharmacokinetics so that you will fully understand how it affects your individual patients and your care plans guides you in using the internet for online drug information with references to specific sites and when and how to use them to their fullest potential discusses lifespan considerations such as age physical differences and obesity as well as the latest information on diabetes and glucose testing a new chapter on complementary and alternative medicine in pharmacology covers popular herbal and alternative products used to promote health as well as herbal remedies used
Pharmacology for Rehabilitation Professionals - E-Book

2010-09-15

during menopause and in the treatment of cancer helping you recognize the impact of herbals on your patients symptoms and response to therapy a new chapter on drugs affecting the integumentary system discusses skin disorders and their pharmacological treatment prophylactic and debriding agents antiseptics and more a new chapter on nutrition and pharmacology provides current information on vitamins and minerals enteral and parenteral nutrition and food and drug interactions important topics that affect rehabilitation outcomes updated drug information and new drugs are added throughout the text keeping you up to date with current pharmacological information as it pertains to rehabilitation

Ergonomics for Rehabilitation Professionals

2009-04-27

despite the apparently distinct differences between the disciplines of ergonomics and rehabilitation they deal with the same issues although at different ends of the spectrum keeping this in mind ergonomics for rehabilitation professionals explores their philosophies and goals their parallel divergent and complementary aspects it traces the origin of each field and examines the role of ergonomics in rehabilitation the book begins with a theoretical and conceptual review of ergonomics and its role in rehabilitation it covers anthropometry and its impact on human biomechanics allowing readers to grasp complex concepts visualize what forces are acting where and understand the consequence of this force a chapter on tissue mechanics provides an understanding of the effect of the overall load on the tissues and a rationale for possible mechanisms of injury that can be used to design prevention and treatment methods the book explores the relevant physiological issues looking at the energy cost of activities and the data on strength and endurance it discusses whole body biomechanics using an approach that supplies intuitive understanding of the effects of force gravity and physiological variables in an integrated manner addressing theoretical underpinnings with scientific rigor the book covers a broad range of topics always emphasizing design in rehabilitation the editor s organization of the material develops concepts in concentric circles with increasing radii sequencing ideas and exploring them from simple to complex this selection of topics from two vast and seemingly diverse disciplines provides the tools for setting realistic goals and developing the strategies to achieve them

quick reference neuroscience for rehabilitation professionals is a concise and quick reference for the practitioner and student who are learning or reviewing the most
Quick Reference Neuroscience for Rehabilitation Professionals

2017

Many contemporary neuropsychology texts focus on neuropathology, the description of specific tests and the differential diagnosis of central nervous system disorders. However, increasingly sophisticated neuroradiological techniques, managed care factors and the growth of rehabilitation necessitates that rehabilitation professionals provide more functionally versus diagnostically useful evaluations to improve the neuropsychological functioning and community integration of persons with brain injuries or diseases. This book aims to fill this gap and to provide an overview of standard neuropsychological treatment strategies for specific cognitive impairments that are identified on testing. The new edition enhances this goal with three chapters outlining important recommendations and issues for rehabilitation professionals written by a team of experienced scientists and professionals. The volume provides a universal taxonomy of neuropsychological abilities emphasizing relatively simple terms with a list of basic rehabilitation strategies to improve impairments identified in general cognitive domains. Specific chapters are included on the neuropsychological remediation of memory, attention, language, visual spatial skills, and executive function impairments. Each chapter proposes a taxonomy of relatively unitary cognitive constructs, e.g., divided attention, sustained attention, focused attention. Attention lists tests which may be used to assess each construct and provides specific rehabilitation strategies to improve or accommodate the identified neuropsychological impairments. The final chapters cover basic resources and issues of which the rehabilitation professional needs to be aware, vocational rehabilitation, disability determination, and guardianship issues. This new edition provides a wealth of useful information for family members, rehabilitation professionals, and others who work with persons with brain injury in improving the community functioning for those with brain dysfunction. An accompanying website facilitates access to the resources and strategies from the book allowing the practitioner to cut and paste these recommendations into their clinical reports.

Rehabilitation of Neuropsychological Disorders

2011-02-25

Because communication among health care professionals can mean the difference between patient life and death, clear and effective patient care documentation is as important as the delivery of care itself. The rehabilitation professional faces formidable documentation responsibilities. Patient care documentation created by the
A rehabilitation professional must be accurate, comprehensive, concise, objective, and timely in an interdisciplinary health care environment. Documentation must also be expeditiously communicated to other professionals on the health care team.

**Legal Aspects of Documenting Patient Care for Rehabilitation Professionals**

2006

A one of a kind guide specifically for rehabilitation specialists. A leader in pharmacology and rehabilitation, Charles Ciccone, PT, PhD offers a concise, easy to access resource that delivers the drug information rehabilitation specialists need to know. Organized alphabetically by generic name, over 800 drug monographs offer the most up to date information on drug indications, therapeutic effects, potential adverse reactions, and much more. A list of implications for physical therapy at the end of each monograph helps you provide the best possible care for your patients.

*Davis's Drug Guide for Rehabilitation Professionals*

2013-03-21

This edited collection is the first complete guide for rehabilitation professionals seeking to engage a whole person, biopsychosocial, and mind body medicine integrated approach to care. Drawing on the foundations of integrative medicine, integrative rehabilitation practice (IRP) goes beyond the treatment of symptoms to explore multiple levels, roots, and possible contributing factors to individual’s health experience. IRP acknowledges the complex inseparability of biological, behavioral, psychosocial, spiritual, and environmental influences. The book covers both the theoretical foundations of IRP and applications to practice in the fields of physical therapy, occupational therapy, yoga therapy, speech and language therapy, and many other professions. Featuring contributions from Matthew J Taylor, Marlysa Sullivan, Andra Devoght, and other professionals, case studies, storytelling, and reflective exercises, this cross-disciplinary clinical training guide is essential reading for all rehabilitation professionals as well as others interested in advancing whole person care.

**Integrative Rehabilitation Practice**

2021-05-21

Professional ethics: A guide for rehabilitation professionals is written for a multidisciplinary audience that includes physical therapists, occupational therapists, orthotists, and prosthestists. Rehabilitation nurses, respiratory therapists, speech...
language pathologists chiropractors each and all of whom are required to follow a
discipline specific code of ethics

**Professional Ethics**

1998

the fifth edition of this landmark volume has been substantially updated and expanded
to encompass an abundance of innovative rehabilitation research supported by
changing technology and new research methodologies written for rehabilitation
practitioners researchers and students it distills crucial new information regarding
aspects of disability pertaining to medical conditions commonly encountered in
rehabilitation settings the fifth edition addresses new topics at the forefront of medical
rehabilitation and disability from clinical functional and psychological perspectives
including traumatic brain injury stroke and spinal cord injury limb deficiency organ
transplantation geriatric rehabilitation and new and technology based rehabilitation
research the book delivers new findings about social work in physical medicine
complementary and alternative treatments trends in treatment delivery and payment
systems relevant legislation and telerehabilitation new chapter authors noted
authorities in their fields address rheumatic diseases stroke rehabilitation nursing
research directions and integrative medicine among other topics the text continues to
be the only guide to medical aspects of disability for nonphysician rehabilitation
professionals and other health care providers outside of rehabilitation medicine it
serves as a comprehensive guide on what to expect and how to manage each medical
issue causative agents classification pain management psychological factors and more
new to the fifth edition updated coverage of rheumatic diseases stroke rehabilitation
nursing research directions and integrative medicine new information about traumatic
brain injury limb deficiency organ transplantation geriatric rehabilitation and
technology based research innovations in delivery and payment systems accreditation
opportunities and challenges for quality and outcome assessments new findings
regarding social work in physical medicine complementary and alternative medicine
relevant legislation and telerehabilitation updates on speech language hearing and
swallowing disorders new coverage of neuromuscular musculoskeletal and pediatric
disorders key features delivers key information critical to the study of disability
including functional status prognosis psychology and vocational issues discusses how
changes in health care regulations have impacted rehabilitation medicine delivery
analyzes the convergence of emerging technologies and clinical practice includes the
contributions of distinguished practitioners researchers and educators provides a
robust instructor s manual

**Ethics in Rehabilitation**

1994
like its predecessor the book remains one of the best sources of rehabilitation practice preparation for students and the most enlightened guide for rehabilitation professionals nan zhang hampton phd crc department of counseling and school psychology university of massachusetts medical aspects of disability has continually been the go to resource for health care professionals educators and students now in its fourth edition this landmark volume has been substantially revised updated and expanded comprehensively describing aspects of disability pertaining to medical conditions commonly encountered in rehabilitation settings this edition discusses important topics that have come to the forefront of medical rehabilitation and disability covering disabling conditions and disorders not only from clinical but also functional and psychological perspectives chapter authors among the most widely respected authorities in their respective fields provide comprehensive guides on what to expect and how to manage each medical issue discussing the causative agents classification pain management psychological factors and much more emerging topics discussed social work in physical medicine the information revolution disability and assistive technology complementary and alternative medicine trends in medical rehabilitation delivery and payment systems legislation and rehabilitation professionals telerehabilitation solutions to distant and international care disabling conditions and disorders included geriatric rehabilitation limb deficiency organ transplantation cardiovascular disorders traumatic brain injury diabetes mellitus epilepsy visual impairments peripheral vascular disorders rehabilitation in cancer patients aids and hiv rehabilitation in burns speech language hearing and swallowing disorders

**Medical Aspects of Disability for the Rehabilitation Professional, Fifth Edition**

2016-12-28

designed in a concise easy to read style for a wide variety of medical occupations the rehab clinical pocket guide is the ideal handy reference for rehabilitation professionals and other health providers divided into four sections that cover inpatient care clinical strategies outpatient care and additional diagnostics and therapeutics this is the first book of its kind to contain all of the relevant clinical information needed on the rehabilitation unit including topics such as medication dosing consultant recommendations specific rehabilitation goals and treatments and even billing details for various diagnoses the rehab clinical pocket guide offers all the clinical material needed to properly treat patients and excel in the field of physical medicine and rehabilitation and will prove an indispensable resource for therapists nutritionists medical students and physicians alike
Pharmacology for Rehabilitation Professionals - Pageburst E-Book on Kno (Retail Access Card)

2010-09

previously published as two separate books for speech and language therapists and for physiotherapists occupational therapists and rehabilitation nursing this text assists with the practical implementation of gathering outcome data on patient clients receiving treatment

Medical Aspects of Disability, Fourth Edition

2010-07-20

to ensure confident clinical decisions and maximum reimbursement in a variety of practice settings such as acute care outpatient home care and nursing homes with the only systematic approach to documentation for rehabilitation professionals revised and expanded this hands on textbook workbook provides a unique framework for maintaining evidence of treatment progress and patient outcomes with a clear logical progression extensive examples and exercises in each chapter reinforce concepts and encourage you to apply what you ve learned to realistic practice scenarios unique combination textbook workbook format reinforces your understanding and tests your ability to apply concepts through practice exercises unique systematic approach to documenting functional outcomes provides a practical framework for success in numerous practice settings case studies show you how to format goals through realistic client examples practice exercises provide valuable experience applying concepts to common clinical problems four new chapters address additional aspects of documentation that rehabilitation professionals will encounter in practice legal aspects of documentation documentation in pediatrics payment policy and coding computerized documentation

Rehab Clinical Pocket Guide

2013-01-19

resource added for the physical therapist assistant program 105241

Therapy Outcome Measures for Rehabilitation Professionals

2015-01
as a science it consists of health care professional s development of patient education skills delivering information education and training in rehabilitation is intended to promote and optimize clinical interventions including compliance continuity of care and patient client satisfaction this text applies patient education skills to the clinical rehabilitation process complete with chapter objectives case studies summaries appendices and a glossary this new book is ideal for all rehabilitation professionals

**Documentation for Rehabilitation- E-Book**

2013-08-07

quick reference neuroscience for rehabilitation professionals is a concise and quick reference for the practitioner and student who are learning or reviewing the most relevant neuroscience principles supporting rehabilitation therapy the updated third edition continues to meet a need in the rehabilitation profession that has gone unfilled the ability to break down neuroscience information into the essential principles that can be used to understand neurological conditions and the principles underlying rehabilitation evaluation and practice quick reference neuroscience for rehabilitation professionals third edition provides a quick review of a specific neuroscience concept or critical neuroscience principles supporting a specific rehabilitation intervention in this era of information overload this text rapidly and thoroughly provides condensed information in a user friendly easy to use format for the practitioner to better convey that information to a patient dr sharon gutman has divided the text into three primary sections the first addresses neuroanatomy the second addresses the function of neurological systems underlying physical psychiatric cognitive and visual perceptual disorders and the final section addresses clinical neuropathology related to aging addiction memory and the neurological substrates of sex and gender a specific section describes the common neurodiagnostic tests that therapists do not administer but must have knowledge of when results are discussed at treatment team meetings provided by publisher

**Cross-cultural Rehabilitation**

1999

the fourth edition of quick reference neuroscience continues to meet a need in the rehabilitation professions that has gone unfilled the availability of a source that simplifies and thoroughly breaks down neuroscience information into the essential principles that can be used to understand neurological conditions and principles underlying rehabilitation evaluation and practice although many excellent textbooks exist that provide exhaustive neuroscience information much of that information may be extraneous to a practicing therapist who needs to quickly review a specific neuroscience concept to better explain that information to a patient or it may be
extraneous to a student needing to learn the critical neuroscience principles supporting a specific rehabilitation intervention we are all on information overload and need resources that quickly but fully provide condensed information in a user friendly easy to use format the discipline of neuroscience has exploded in the past 2 decades as imaging technologically has facilitated knowledge of the brain in ways previously unimaginable much of this newly gained knowledge of brain function relates to molecular and cellular levels levels of brain analysis of which highly competent rehabilitation therapists do not require in depth understanding in fact much of the molecular and cellular understanding of brain function is not directly used by therapists to treat patients in clinical rehabilitation settings while it is important to have some understanding of the cellular brain processes underlying behavior our need as rehabilitation professionals to use this information in practice is not the same as that of a neurologist neurosurgeon or neuropathologist rehabilitation practitioners are under overwhelming productivity demands for patient care and for evidence dissemination ie reading journal articles and using relevant research evidence in practice students in rehabilitation health care programs are similarly under tremendous pressure to master a large body of relevant coursework and fieldwork education in a limited amount of time it seems imprudent to further add to student and practitioner requirements the need to memorize cellular neuroscience information that will not be used in practice new to this edition are examples of occupational performance implications occupational performance implications illustrate how neurological dysfunction translates into problems in the participation of daily life activities problems in the performance of daily life activities are the primary concern of rehabilitation professionals whose role it is to help people engage in desired daily life activities despite the presence of illness disability or injury this edition also provides the full screening methods for such things as cranial nerve testing and deep tendon reflex testing

Patient Education in Rehabilitation

2010-10-22

kumar physical therapy u of alberta attempts to draw the attention of entry level professionals the aspects of rehabilitation that affect their clients he presents 16 contributions that explore such topics as teamwork and team ethics in rehabilitation clinical reasoning and the decision making process the details of case management subjective issues of attitudes cultural diversity and health behavior assessment of function and vocational rehabilitation the role of rehabilitation professional as consultants to business and industry and administrative and legal issues annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Quick Reference Neuroscience for Rehabilitation Professionals

2016-07-01

designed specifically to meet the unique needs of students studying to become rehabilitation professionals including physical therapists occupational therapists and chiropractors this full color dissection guide helps you connect discoveries in the dissection lab with function and pathology with the necessary technical information you need including content on applied anatomy embryology and structural histology in 25 laboratory exploration chapters this unique guide uses case studies and critical thinking exercises to encourage you to explore human anatomy synthesize your findings and apply your knowledge to clinical practice extensive coverage of the musculoskeletal and nervous system emphasizes the information on muscles vertebral column and the upper and lower extremities that you need as a rehabilitation health professional clinical cases thought provoking questions clinical notes and review exercises encourage you to explore through dissection and apply what you’ve learned to real life practice sections on embryology and histology provide important insights into the origin and nature of adult anatomy and follow the national guidelines for physical therapy anatomy curricula references to the most popular human anatomy atlases netter’s gray’s grant’s and clemente’s allow for flexibility of use in any program emphasis on variations in anatomy reinforces the real life diversity among patients over 200 full color illustrations clearly demonstrate anatomy and dissection processes

Quick Reference Neuroscience for Rehabilitation Professionals

2024
	his revised second edition differs from the first edition in a number of significant ways each chapter has been rewritten and many of them substantially revised several chapters were added based on feedback received from several teachers who used the text in their classes in the medical aspects of disability

Multidisciplinary Approach to Rehabilitation

2000

guide to the information superhighway tools covered telnet listserv groups gopher usenet ftp sites world wide presents the links discussed in the text on diskette windows or macintosh
Effective Documentation for Rehabilitation Professionals

2000-12-01

physical rehabilitation is the comprehensive curriculum spanning text for physical therapy students and a key reference for practicing physical therapists and other rehabilitation professionals.

Mosby's Dissector for the Rehabilitation Professional

2010

educators who work with students with disabilities have the unique challenge of providing comprehensive and quality educational experiences for students who have a wide range of abilities and levels of focus. Pedagogies and educational strategies can be applied across a student population though they tend to have varied success. Developing adaptive teaching methods that provide quality experiences for students with varied disabilities are necessary to promote success for as many of these students as possible. Special education design and development tools for school rehabilitation professionals is a comprehensive research publication that examines special education practices and provides in depth evaluations of pedagogical practices for improved educational experiences for students with disabilities. Highlighting a range of topics such as bilingual education, psychometrics, and physical education. This book is ideal for special education teachers, instructors, rehabilitation professionals, academicians, school administrators, instructional designers, curriculum developers, principals, educational software developers, researchers, and students.

Marquis Who's who in Rehabilitation

1985-01-01

like its predecessor the book remains one of the best sources of rehabilitation practice preparation for students and the most enlightened guide for rehabilitation professionals. Nan Zhang Hampton PhD CRC Department of Counseling and School Psychology University of Massachusetts medical aspects of disability has continually been the go to resource for health care professionals, educators, and students. Now in its fourth edition this landmark volume has been substantially revised, updated, and expanded comprehensively describing aspects of disability pertaining to medical conditions commonly encountered in rehabilitation settings. This edition discusses important topics that have come to the forefront of medical rehabilitation and
Medical Aspects of Disability

1999

fourth edition is the only text to integrate coverage of the legal responsibilities of rehabilitation professionals with basic essential advice on how to effectively document patient care activities from intake through discharge this resource thoroughly covers the basics of documentation and includes many exemplars cases and forms as well as a sample abbreviations used in rehabilitation settings this book covers all the bases from ethics to practical aspects of patient care documentation to relevant and salient legal implications and illustrative case examples that will help students excel in practice

Vocational Impact of Psychiatric Disorders

1999-01-01

a one of kind guide specifically for rehabilitation specialists a leader in pharmacology and rehabilitation charles ciccone pt phd offers a concise easy to access resource that delivers the drug information rehabilitation specialists need to know organized alphabetically by generic name over 800 drug monographs offer the most up to date information on drug indications therapeutic effects potential adverse reactions and much more a list of implications for physical therapy at the end of each monograph helps you provide the best possible care for your patients student resources available at davisplus davisplus fadavis com
Internet Guide for Rehabilitation Professionals

1997

designing rehabilitation programs for patients who have suffered brain injury or disease is one of the core functions of clinical neuropsychologists ironically the more that neuropsychologists have learned about the functional anatomy of the brain the more they have realized how important the variable of culture is not only in the expression of deficits but in implementation of treatment programs after all tumors strokes and traumatic brain injuries do not just affect the brain they affect a person who is a member of a particular family that has a particular ethno cultural background the interpersonal context of the brain disorder affects not only how injury or trauma is expressed but how the patient and family deals with medical professionals and how rehabilitation programs must be tailored to ensure effectiveness umoto and wong are two of the top clinical neuropsychologists interested in issues of cross cultural assessment and intervention and this book the first of its kind will serve as a general guidebook on the key issues surrounding multicultural rehabilitation for a wide range of health care professionals

Physical Rehabilitation

2014

this is a clinically accessible reference guide to acquired brain injuries abis that provides medical and nonmedical healthcare professionals who work with patients in brain trauma and rehabilitation settings with easily understandable information about this population it provides physicians psychologists social workers counselors nurses other allied health professionals and particularly trainees with short clinical synopses of a full range of abis from causes through diagnoses and treatment written by expert authors the resource summarizes knowledge on the most prevalent abis in a clear consistent format including overview etiology epidemiology clinical presentation including cognitive emotional behavioral and sensorimotor diagnostic considerations evidence based treatments prognosis and an illustrative case study psychosocial considerations for abi patients an important component of care are also addressed key features delivers information in a concise quick reference format written in accessible language informs a wide range of healthcare professionals and trainees covers a full gamut of abis authored by recognized experts in the field

Special Education Design and Development Tools for School Rehabilitation Professionals

2019-12-13
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